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A ring S is called an extension of R (C S) if S = RSR, where SR = {s E S 1 
SY = YS all r E R}. For example, M,(R), the ring of n x 7~ matrices over R, 
is an extension of R. If S is finitely generated as a right R-module, we say that 
it is aJinite extension. We say S is integral over R (see [2, 31) if each s E S satisfies 
a manic polynomial with coefficients in R (e.g., s3 + srlsr2 + r3s2 + r4 = 0). 
Integral extensions have proved useful in the study of PI algebras. The usual 
facts about going up and incomparability hold. We show that finite extensions 
are integral in an even stronger sense (see Theorem 1). This allows us to 
deduce, for PI algebras, that an integral extension of an integral extension 
is integral. 
When R is commutative, most of the results are known (e.g., that a matrix 
is integral follows from the Cayley-Hamilton theorem). If R is also Noetherian, 
then sufficiently long monomials in the matrices can be reduced in length, but 
our method gives an explicit method of doing so, as well as a bound independent 
of R, for the length of monomial required. Our bound is not the best one 
(Robson has shown that 2 x 2 matrices satisfy a degree 3 polynomial, whereas 
Theorem 1 gives a polynomial of degree 4). 
THEOREM 1. If S is aJinite extension of R, then there exists an integer m such 
that for any si , sp ,..., s, E S, rr , ~a ,..., rm E R, s1r1szr2 ... s,,r, can be expressed 
as a polynomial of the si of degree less than m. 
Proof. If S = C,” s;R where s; E S R, then S is a homomorphic image of 
a subring of M,(R). Indeed, the action of s E S by left multiplication lifts to 
s” in the following diagram of right R-modules: 
R” S Rn 
6 i 
S y+ s. 
Then the subring of M,(R) generated by {a j s E S} maps onto S. 
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Thus it is enough to prove the result when 5’ == M,(R), which we do by 
induction on n. When n = 1 it is trivial. For larger n, partition the matrices 
si into 
where ai is (n 
and 
‘ai bi, i 1 ci d, ’ 
1) x (n - 1) and di E R. Now 
s--d= * b 
i > * 0 
s’r(s - d) - c’rb = (: “;“I, 
where s and s’ are any of the si , c’rb E R, and * stands for some matrix of the 
right size. A simple induction now shows that if 4(si) is any monomial in the si 
(which may contain Y’S), then 
US - (lower degree terms) = (: ‘($b). 
This clearly also holds for any polynomial +(sJ. 
If the theorem holds for (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices, then ul~1u2r2 ... U,J, = 
#(a,) with deg(#) < m. Taking C(sJ = S~Y~S~Y~ ... s,r,, - $(si) in the above 
equation, we see that 
slrl~2~2 .** s,r,s - (lower degree terms) = (: i). 
Note that 
a simple induction again shows that 
for any polynomial 4. Using the theorem for (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices, again 
we obtain (where 1.d.t. stands for lower-degree terms) 
(sO,r,,-,s,,r,, *.. sam - 1.d.t) r,,m(slorlosllr,, ... sim - 1.d.t) 
X Y,, ... (s,,,rmOs,,$,,l ... s,, - 1.d.t) yrnm. - 1.d.t. == 0. 
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It follows that 
~00~00~01~01 . .* ~Ola%O~lO . . %?b~,,m = 1.d.t for any (m + 1)” elements 
sij E S and yii E R. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The number m of the theorem is very large; for n x n matrices 
(n > l), m z 2 Zn-l. It is an open question what the least such m is. 
COROLL~\RY 1. Any subalgebra, R(si} _C S, is spanned by small (length <m) 
monomials (which may contain Y’S in between) in the {Q}. 
Proof. The theorem allows us to reduce larger monomials. 
COROLLARY 2. If S is PI, then S is a jinitely generated (as an algebra) integral 
extension of R if and only if S is ajnite extension of R. 
Proof. The theorem tells us one direction, whereas the other is an easy 
generalization of the proof of Sirsov’s theorem (see [I, p. 1521). 
COROLLARY 3. If T is PI and is an integral extension of S, and S is an integral 
extension of R, then T is integral over R. 
Proof. Any t E T is contained in a finite extension T’ of S. T’ = C Sti , 
ti E Ts. Let S’ = R(Q) be a finite extension of R so that the small monomials 
in the ti are integral over S’; then t E S’{ti} = T”, a finite extension of R. 
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